Formal methodr hold the promise for high dependability in the design of critical software. However, software engineers who employ formal methods need to communicate their design decisions to users, customers, managers, and colleagues who may not be in a position to acquire a full understanding of the formal notation being used. Visualizations derived from formal specijications and designs must be able convey rhe required inj'ormation precisely and reliably without the use of formal notation. This paper discusses an attempt to integrate a design methodology based upon specijkation and program refinement with a state-of-the-art approach to rapid visualization of program executions. The emphasis is placed on how to convey graphically various kinds of formally-stated program properties. The illustrations are extracted from a case study involving the formal derivation of a message router. The ultimate goal is to identify issues fundamental to the use of visualization in conjunction with formal methods and to catalog methods which achieve effective visual communication without compromising formal reasoning.
Introduction
As amply demonstrated by two recently published surveys [6, 12] , program visualization is an area of significant research growth. Although to date its impact on software development methods has been relatively small, our own experiments identify requirements validation, rapid prototyping, training, monitoring, and testing as areas of i"ediate, high-payoff potential. It is less clear, however, what role program visualization ought to play during design.
Since program visualization does not come for free, one must ensure that the benefits outweigh the potential costs associated with constructing visualizations. Predefined visualizations practically eliminate the construction costs, but may not be responsive to the needs of a specific design effort. Rapid visualization techniques which allow one to develop custom visualizations with minimal effort offer an attractive alternative. This idea was the key motivating factor behind the development of Pavane [7] and the use of declarative visualization as its foundation. Experiments with Pavane showed that programmers with no prior visualization experience can construct relatively sophisticated program visualizations within half a day. Despite this, we believe that much more drastic reductions in the visualization development effort must be achieved before custom visualizations are likely to impact to a significant degree the typical design process.
There is, however, one design area where visualization may prove to be not only a cost-saving technique but a basic necessity. What we have in mind is the use of formal methods in the development of high-dependability software involved in critical applications. Formal methods involve specialized expertise not widely available. Yet, the designs must still be scrutinized by customers, users, managers, and colleagues who may not be in a position to become versed in the use of formal notation. Concrete visual representations of the evolving design could become a practical communication medium between designers and the rest of the community. This is not actually a new idea. Architects make use of scale models and elevation views to explain projects, gain approval, and to explore options. In this paper we investigate ways of incorporating a similar visual presentation strategy into a formal design process. A particularly attractive formal technique is program derivation. It entails the application of a series of correctness-preserving transformations to some formal description of the problem to be solved. In sequential programming, where the approach enjoys a long standing and prestigious tradition, the starting point for the derivation is a pair of assertions. In concurrent programming the starting point may be either a program or a set of assertions about some computation. In one case, the program is gradually transformed into another program having certain more desirable properties, e.g., it. can be implemented efficiently on a particular architecture; in the other case, the initial abstract specification is gradually refined up to a point when it is sufficiently concrete as to have a trivial encoding into some target programming language.
All the visualizations presented in this paper have been produced using Pavane. They involve one or more worlds (windows) of three-dimensional geometric objects, fullcolor, and smooth animation. Each visualization is constructed by writing a set of rules that map program states to graphical representations. Pavane supports rapid visualization of C and Swarm 181 programs. Swarm employs tuplebased communication B la Linda [2] and has a UNITYstyle proof logic [31 which may be used to carry out specification refinements or prove Swarm programs correct. In addition, state changes in a Swam program are automati-cally supplied to Pavane thus obviating any need to modify the program being visualized. These considerations make Swarm the language of choice for our work on formal design methods. The Swarm logic is used to build the specifications and carry out the refinements, the Swarm programming notation is used to write abstract programs that satisfy the specifications, and Pavane is used to construct the visualizations that convey the design decisions associated with each refinement step. The specific case study presented in this paper involves a message router. In the simplest terms, the message router is a device which accepts messages on a number of input lines and delivers them to its output lines. Each message consists of a header, one or more body packets, and a tail. The header contains the packet destination. Packet ordering within a message is preserved, packets belonging to different messages are not interleaved, and messages from the same input line going to the same output line are not reordered. A full formal derivation of a message router design employing wormhole routing in a cross-bar switch 141 already existed prior to the start of this work. The general question we try to address in this paper is how can the various stages of the design be presented visually. We used the case study to identify challenging issues and helpful techniques.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an informal overview of our design methodology and the application domains where it was used. Section 3 reviews very briefly: the UNITY-logic to help the reader understand the basic nature of the formal specifications we employ; the Swarm notation used to construct abstract programs; and Pavane's rule-based notation which facilitates the declarative specification of three-dimensional, full-color, smoothly animated graphical representations of executing programs. Section 4 outlines the router design (stage by stage) and uses it as a backdrop against which to discuss a variety of useful visualization techniques. Brief concluding remarks follow in Section 5.
Design Methodology Overview
Central to our research is the idea that the lessons we have learned from exercises in program derivation can reshape the process by which we design concurrent systems. Critics of formal derivation make the claim that such techniques are tedious and costly and require highly-specialized skills and training. We contend that the tedium is not intrinsic to program derivation and that costs relate to the degree of reliability one &tempts t o achieve. We do not dispute, however, the fact that the application of formal techniques demands special skills. For this reason we are exploring a scenario involving designers comfortable with formal specifications who navigate expeditiously through the refinement process, providing some formal justification for each step along the way but not necessarily slowing down to carry out all the proofs. One important practical objective of our work is to understand better what combination of skills is essential to the successful application of program derivation on industrial-grade problems by a group of highly-trained specialists. To accomplish this we focused our attention on refinement methods and visual communication techniques. The former are the intellectual blueprint for the way in which design is approached and manage the latter provide the means by which design decisions expressed in rigorous formal notation may be communicated to a broad audience and project progress may be monitored. These two issues and their interplay may not capture all that is needed to make industrial application of formal derivation possible but they are central to such an undertaking.
Formal derivation. Program derivation is a technique for generating correct programs f?om some initial formal specification by means of stepwise refinement. The initial specification is usually highly abstract. Each refinement produces an increasingly more concrete and detailed specification with the final result being a compilable program. Successive specifications along the refinement path relate to each other in terms of some implements relation. Generally, specifications are expressed in a logic-based notation while programs are given in terms of a programming language. As many authors have noted, the distinction between the two is merely pragmatic. A program is also a specification, one which has an efficient implementation and exhibits a low level of abstraction. Because many of the "desired program characteristics" can not be expressed formally, program derivation is aided by criteria which are entirely outside the logic and are supplied by the designer as "informal motivation" for the individual refinement steps.
previous approaches to formal derivation of concurrent programs can be classified into two broad categories. The first category includes methods which emphasize specification refinement with the program being generated at the very last step as a trivial coding exercise, e.g., [3]. The second category includes methods that start with an initial program which is subjected to a series of transformations which are guaranteed to preserve program correctness until a program having all the desired (informally stated) characteristics is obtained, e.g., [l] . In our experience, mixed specification and program refinement offers some important practical advantages. Working on formal derivation of concurrent rule-based systems [lo], we found it helpful to combine specification refinement and program refinement. Specification refinement was used to generate an initial program correct in all respects except that it was non-terminating. During program refinement we applied a series of optimizations which led to proper termination, to the elimination of operations too expensive for the target implementation, and to the elimination of busy-wait cycles. Similarly, during our investigation into architecture-driven refinement [ 113 we found it beneficial to generate initially a program which satisfies all functional requirements but fails to meet many of the architectural constraints. Subsequent program transformations lead to a program that satisfies both. In both areas we employed a UNITY-like specification refinement and generated Swarm programs which (when needed) were transformed mechanically to the target language.
Visualization. Program visualization is defined as the graphical presentation, monitoring, and exploration of programs. While, in general, program Visualization includes the graphical presentation of code, our interest in visualization is centered around abstract formal properties of programs. In large concurrent systems, code visualization is of limited value when trying to explain or explore the system's behavior. The complexity of the visualization overwhelms both the screen real estate and the cognitive capacity of the viewer. Furthermore, opexational views of the system behavior convey the mechanics of the computation and not its rationale. The viewer may be able to observe every aspect of a program but still fail to understand its behavior. Consequently, our methodology relies on custom-built visualizations which capture formally stated assertions about the program being derived. To accomplish this, one needs access to rapid visualization capabilities and an innovative approach to visual representation of concurrent computations. The former is provided by Pavane [7,12] while the latter is the research subject of this paPerPavane visualizations span multiple windows each containing a three-dimensional, full-color world of geometric objects. The scene being displayed is controlled directly by the state of the program being visualized Each state change triggers a change of scene. The transitions from one scene to the next may involve highly synchronized and complex animations. The scenes capture abstract program properties. The animations are meant to enhance the aesthetic value of the presentation and to provide a visual commentary on the behavior of the program by focusing attention on specific objects, events, or relations among them. In Pavane, the scenes and the animations are constructed by defining mappings from program states to sets of three dimensional objects from a predefined visual vocabulary, objects whose attributes can be a function of time (actually frame number). Each state transition is followed by the application of the mapping which, in turn, is followed by the display of the multiple frames required to accomplish a smooth transition from the previous to the new scene, i.e., an animation. The overall mapping is generally a composition of several simpler mappings. Each mapping is specified using a rule-based notation which is sufficiently powerful to allow for the computation of arbitrary history variables and fixpoints.
The typical program visualization process entails three steps. First, a program is constructed without any consideration being given to visualization. Since Pavane can visualize only programs, specifications are approached indirectly-by constructing a highly abstract program that satisfies the specification and visualizing the properties the program is supposed to satisfy. Next, some property of intemt is selected for visualization. The property may emerge during attempts to formalIy verify the program or may be present in its specification. Other times, the designer may simply want to explore visually the validity of some hypothesis or understand some processing (even performance) pattem that might suggest a simpler formulation of some complex property. A tentative graphical representation is selected next and a Pavane mapping is constructed. After some experimentation and a preliminary evaluation of the suitability of the selected graphical representation, full animation is added.
Pavane's effectiveness as a rapid visualization tool has been evaluated in a variety of settings including scientific visualization, algorithm animation, rapid prototyping, requirements validation, program testing, debugging, and instruction. However, the question of how to integrate visualization into the design process is the most challenging task we have attempted to date.
Specification Methods and Notation
A distinctive feature of our strategy for integrating formal methods and visualization is the synergy among the program specification, programming notation, and visualization method. They all deal with global abstract views of concurrent programs and employ a tuple-based notation.
Moreover, both the specification and the visualization methods are state-based and non-operational. The UNI-TY-logic involves assertions over the global state of the computation and the lowest level predicates look like tuples, i.e., predicate name and arguments. In Swarm, data and actions (called transactions) assume a tuple format and coexist in a global tuple-space called a dataspace. Declarative visualization maps program states, sets of Swarm tuples, to graphical objects which also assume a tuple format.
In this section we provide a very brief overview of the three models and associated notations.
Program Properties. The basic program specification method we employ is due to Chandy and Misra [3] . It is a specialization of the temporal logic used to derive and verify UNITY programs-henceforth called UNITY logic or simply UNITY. As is the case with other logic-based models, the program behavior is given in terms of two classes of properties: safety and progress. Safety properties specify that certain actions (i.e., state transitions) are not possible, while progress properties specify that certain actions will eventually take place. In UNITY, the basic safety property is the unless relation. The formula p unless q states that if the program enters a state in which the predicate p is true and 4 is false, every program action will either preserve p or establish the predicate q. All other safety properties, such as invariant, constant, and stable are defined in terms of unless. The basic progress properties are ensures and leads-to (written H). The formulap ensures q states thatp unless q holds and, in addition, there is some action which establishes q, an action the program is guaranteed to take in a bounded number of steps. Similarly, the formula p H q states that if the program enters a state in which p is true, the program will eventually enter a state in which q holds, although p need not remain true until q becomes true.
For illustration purposes, let us consider a program in which data is moving from one register (say 9 to the next (say i + l ) in a finite length queue. Using UNITY, two aspects of the basic queue behavior can be stated simply as
where i and x are universally quantified by convention; the first formula prevents the register i from receiving a new value before x is passed on to the next register in the queue and imposes an asynchronous movement of values by requiring a register to become empty (nil value) at the time its value is transferred to its successor; the second formula introduces a requirement that values must actually move along the queue. UNITY specifications are simple and intuitive. There are few modeling artifacts introduced by the method, the state representation is direct, and the careful and creative use of auxiliary variables allows very sophisticated problems to have simple behavior specifications. Reasoning about global program states is more intuitive than reasoning about execution sequences. The UNITY logic may be used both as a specification language (during derivation) and as a proof logic (during verification). Although this paper avoids showing the formal specifications, familiarity with these concepts is necessary to appreciate the issues facing the designer who is attempting to confer graphical representations to such properties.
Programs. The only distinction between the UNITY and Swarm logics is in the way unless and ensures properties are proved using the program text. Since specification refinement involves neither writing nor proving programs, the target of the derivation may be either a UNITY or a Swarm program-UNITY is a proper subset of Swarm, subject to minor mechanical translation. Distinctions become important only when program refinements are involved. UNITY assumes that a program consists of a fixed finite set of variables and statements and that each statement is a conditional multiple assignment-thus the state is captured by the current values of the variables and an action corresponds to the execution of one of the statements. Swarm [8] and its logic [5, 9] has shown that applicability of the UNITY logic can be extended to models which exhibit a very different set of characteristics: content-based access to data as in rule-based programming and Linda, dynamic creation of statements and data, and dynamic changes in the mode of execution (synchronous, asynchronous, and mixed).
Since the syntax of Swarm is very close to logical notation, many specifications have obvious representations as abstract Swarm programs, a fact which enables us to execute specifications with minimal effort. To illustrate this, we present the definition of a simple Swarm transaction Move(ij which forwards data along the queue discussed earlier. In Swarm, this requires one to create a parameterized transaction class called Move (shown below) and to place all the needed transaction instances in the dataspace (at initialization or dynamically):
According to the definition above, a transaction Move(i) consists of two subtransactions that are executed in parallel. The first one, involves a query which extracts the current value x for register i and checks if the register i+l is empty. If the query is successful the associated action part (following "+") is executed by first deleting from the dataspace the tuples holding the old register values (marked by a dagger "t") and inserting tuples representing the new register states. If the query fails the first subtransaction has no effect. The query of the second subtransaction (following " 11 ") always succeeds and recreates the transaction instance which otherwise would be implicitly deleted from the dataspace as soon as it is executed. Transactions are selected fairly and parallel execution (which extends to p u p s of transactions) follows a basic three-phase pattern: query evaluations precede data-tuple deletions which, in turn, precede data-tuple and transaction insertions into the dataspace.
Visualizations. In Pavane, visualizations are implemented as mappings from the state of the program to a collection of graphical objects in a four-dimensional spacethe three spatial dimensions plus time. For notational convenience, we express both the state of the underlying computation and the final set of four-dimensional graphical objects as collections of tuples, called respectively the state space and animation space of the visualization. The overall mapping from state space to animation space can be decomposed into a pipeline of any number of sub-mappings, with each intermediate mapping transforming one space into the next in the pipeline; each of these intermediate spaces is also a collection of tuples. Although the Pavane rules look very similar to Swarm transactions, the visualization semantics is radically different from the transaction execution semantics. Pavane assumes that the underlying computation progresses by means of a series of atomic transitions which modify the state. After each transition, the Visualization rules are re-applied to the new state and the resulting animation space is rendered.
To construct a very simple visualization of a program implementing the queue, we may want to represent an empty register as an unfilled square, a register holding some value as a filled square, and a Move transaction as a line. The picture below shows three empty registers and reveals an initialization error-a missing transaction. The result of a rule application is the union of the results of every successful instantiation of each rule.
Adding animation is less trivial. The increase in the complexity of the rules is determined by the sophistication of the animation being constructed. For this example, a simple animation may involve reemphasizing the flow of data by showing a little ball that retraces the data movement to attract attention to a value which just changed registers instantaneously.
Only one rule would be required in this case This rule is triggered whenever the register i is empty but was observed to be non-empty in the preceding state. A sphere whose center moves from one register to the next over ten video frames is generated. Note that for a correct program the query part of the Pavane rule is overspecified. It was designed, however, to ensure the detection of possible program errors-if a register is emptied under the wrong conditions no sphere is displayed! As the rules above already suggest, the overall process of visualization is data-driven; the rendering computation must wait for data from the visualization computation, which in turn waits for data from the underlying computation. It is not, however, synchronous. The underlying computation is permitted to send state changes more rapidly than the visualization computation is able to process them, and similarly the visualization can send animation animation space. This is particularly useful when contrasting two or more different visualizations by displaying them in separate windows, since synchronization guarantees that all the images represent the same state of the underlying computation.
Pavane's graphical model provides one or more three-&-mensional "worlds", each containing a collection of graphical objects. The animator defines one "window" for each wor14 the window definition includes the world's properties (center, scaling, background color, and so forth), the properties of the screen window which will be opened (di- 
Visualization Techniques
The discussion in this section is informal by intent as it is meant to be equally accessible to formalists and practitioners. No UNITY assertions, Swarm programs, or Pavane rules are shown. The initial specification of the router and the key refinements leading to the final design are presented in a summary form and used primarily as a backdrop against which we organize a discussion of techniques which we found helpful in the visualization of the router and of other programs as well. Special emphasis is placed on identifying general graphical representation principles and strategies that transcend the specifics of this particular case study. We also identify several problems for which we did not find a satisfactory solution yet. Furthermore, even though the full derivation of the router predates this case study, we went to a great effort to make sure that in visualizing each refinement we used only information available at that specific point in the design process. header, which is the first packet of the message, contains the port address of the message destination. Each header is followed by one or more body packets which contain the actual data. Finally, the t a i l packet marks the end of the message. The externally observable behavior of the router is defined by the following requirements: make the specifications executable or to work with program refinement.)
Once the program is written one needs to decide on the desired visual representation and write Pavane rules that map the program state to the graphical objects on the screen (Figure 1) . Smooth animation and other special effects are
The value of the body packets must not be modified, but, for control purposes, the router may modify the value of the header and tail packets.
Packet ordering within a message must be preserved (at the receiver).
Messages from the same source going to the same destination must not be reorded (at the receiver).
Messages from different sources going to the same destination must not be interleaved (at the receiver). Each packet that is sent must eventually be delivered to the intended receiver.
These five properties are ultimately captured by eleven formal assertions and a number of assorted definitions.
Since Pavane can only visualize programs, the first step towards building a visualization is to generate a program P which embodies the initial specification S. This needed intermediary step raises issues regarding the effort and accuracy associated with the approach. The cost of developing the program is minimal because Swarm is a very high level language allowing arbitrary queries over the state space expressed in a notation similar to that used to write logical assertions. Accuracy is a more complicated issue. It is easy to guarantee that the program is correct but it is more difficult to make sure that all behaviors permitted by the specification are actually captured by the program. This can be a serious drawback if the program is used to explore the specifications but it is less of a problem when used to communicate ideas the designer explicitly decided to present. (Possible mechanical solutions for the former case are: to added to the rules once the basic representation is considered satisfactory. Although not a necessity, we find it convenient to allow the viewer to select from among a set of available visualizations during program execution-a rule selector window is constructed providing a list of visualizations, annotations explaining how they relate to the formal specifications, and buttons to turn them on and off. One visualization selector and set of rules was constructed for each specification generated during the router design. The visualization selectors listed all the relevant formal properties and provided buttons that enabled the visualization of one desired property at a time. In addition, Pavane provides a standard set of 3D navigation controls.
This section, however, is not about the mechanics of visualization but about representation. We turn our attention next to the concepts we need to visualize and the methods that help us convey them graphically. To help the reader recall and refer to specific techniques we gave them names. Very few of these names enjoy general acceptance in the field now but, as the area matures, a standard terminology must eventually emerge and we hope that some of our terms will be part of it.
Steel gray. From the very start we realized that a single visualization able to capture all the important formal properties of the router is neither feasible nor desirable. Nevertheless, all the visualizations must contribute to a single unified mental picture and must relate easily to each other, especially when the visualization changes midstream. The solution was to create one single common reference point shared by all the visualizations, a mostly neutral image that provides a contextual framework on which to highlight other properties. In the case of the router the input and out-put queues readily suggest a simple rectangular structure for the router with the input queues on the left to imply a starting origin and the output queues at the top to hint at a sense of progress. We use shades of gray to allow the image to recede in the background and to lower the viewer's expectation in terms of the amount of information being communicated.
Thin air. In the steel gray image the messages look like nuts on a rod. What should happen when a message travels from input to output? One subtle point about the initial specification is that it defines only the behavior observable in the environment of the router and says nothing about how the router should be realized. Showing the router as a black box is not reasonable because the specification states that each packet is present some place at all times. Our approach is to show the presence of packets in the router while making clear that their behavior and existence there does not have the same reality as on the inputs and outputs. The router exhibits no internal structure while packets float in thin air and bounce off the walls like elastic balls. The result is not suggestive of any design while the continued existence of packets is evident.
Spot color. Some of the formal properties are concemed with the structure of the messages and others with the ordering of packets. Because these properties apply to all the messages, there is a tendency to try to color code each message. This may create a pleasing image but it fails to focus the viewer's attention on anything in particular and provides more information than necessary. Such images require additional (unnecessary) oral explanations whose sole purpose is to force the viewer to concentrate on one particular aspect of the image, i.e., to ignore the rest. Take, for instance, the property that packets belonging to different messages are not interleaved (on output). One can think of this property as a relation among all the messages but it is much more profitable to view it as a relation between one particular message and all the rest. This can be easily captured by assigning a color to one of the messages and leaving all the others gray. For reasons having to do with keeping the number of visualizations small, we opted to use spot colors also for the source and destination queues associated with the colorized message and to differentiate the header and the tail packets. Only when we want to show that ordering is preserved among messages that have the same source and destination we spot color a pair of messages.
Event compression. Most models of concurrency assume that atomic actions associated with a concurrent computation are executed serially although an actual system may schedule them in parallel if the resources are available and the observable effect is the same as some serial execution. The abstract program associated with the initial router specification, for instance, treats the movement of individual packets as separate atomic actions. The specification, however, does allow for several packets to move simultaneously. To actually capture this behavior in the program entails additional coding and performance costs. We found that one simple way to get around this added burden is to allow the program to take multiple steps which are visually captured as a single combined synchronous transition. One must exercise care not to create visual transitions that are not permitted by the specification. If individual atomic steps affect distinct graphical objects appearing in the visualization, it is relatively easy to combine them into a single visual transition thus offering the viewer the illusion of parallel or synchronous execution. It is possible, for instance, to advance by one position synchronously a whole set of adjacent packets located on the same input queue. The approach would not work, however, if the packet closest to the router advances two positions while the rest advance only one. In our case study the rule selector allows the viewer to choose between a serial execution and one involving combined presentation of multiple atomic actions.
Free walk. The last issue we faced in visualizing the initial specification was how to handle the nondeterministic behavior implicit in the specification. One option is to introduce randomness in the selection of the program statements. A second option is to involve the viewer in the choice of action to be executed next. We opted for the latter because it promotes active exploration of the program's behavior and also because Pavane already supports this kind of viewer control over the execution of Swarm programs (but not for C++ programs which are sequential).
These techniques were used extensively throughout the remainder of the case study and, as we continue looking at successive design refinements, we will try to showcase only those presentation methods that have not be discussed already in a previous section.
Refinement 1: Router topology
The hrst refinement defines the general topology of the router as a grid of NxMswitches. The Ninput lines and M output lines are thus extended inside the router. Each switch can receive packets from its left neighbor on the row or its bottom neighbor on the column, and can route them either to its right neighbor on the row or to its upper neighbor on the column, depending on the destination of the packets. So, to move from its source row to its destination column, each packet first travels along the row (one switch at a time) until it reaches the destination column, and then just moves up the column (also one switch at a time). Each row-column intersection has a switch that holds two registers and some yet to be specified control logic.
Continuity of structure. Visually, the steel gray representation is extended into the router. The thin air behavior is replaced by packet movement from one register to the next. A packet travels along the row up to the point when the destination column is reached. Then it moves from the current row register to column register on the row above and continues to travel along the column registers. It is important to exploit the viewer's familiarity with the earlier view of the router and its environment and extend the representation to include the new structural elements. This strategy can speed up understanding and reduce the amount of verbal explanations required to interpret the imagery.
exclusive signals-fum and up-with each switch. Signal fum prevents messages from moving through the switch along the column when a message is currently passing through the switch from the row to the column, and the other way around for the signal up.
Choreography. The value of the signals is determined by the movement of the header and tail packets through each switch. This coupling between packet movement and signal changes can acquire a visual counterpart by carefully choreographing the timing of the corresponding changes in the image. A header reaching the destination column is involved in three transitions: arrival in the IOW register, the setting of the turn signal to true, and the transfer to the column register on the row above. These transitions are sequenced in this manner by the program and naturatly a p p as such in the animation. The tail packet, however, is required to reset the corresponding signal (turn or up) upon exiting the switch. Let's assume that the switch state is shown in terms of the paths currently open through it. changing the switch configuration while the Dacket is Tracing. Many of the formal assertions associated with this refinement are invariants that relate the state of the switches to the distribution of packets across the routeralong the path laying between the header and the tail all the switches must be properly set. We show this by simply coloring the path taken by the header of one particular message and by having the t a i l erase the color (Figure 2 ). This one single visualization covers a number of assertions each dealing with a distinct headerhail location pattern. The location patterns map visually to sham of the color trace. Scenario recycling. The essence of the f i t refinement is the extension of properties true outside the router to the router itself. Most formal assertions associated with Refinement 1 actually have forms identical to those of their counterparts in the initial specification. Consequently, it is not surprising that the presentation scenarios introduced earlier can be used again with the refined structure. This simplifies understanding and saves some of the effort involved in the development of visualization rules. While the program being visualized changed, many of the visualization rules can be reused.
Refinement 2: Arbitration logic
Emaiiation. Th;oughout the ca& study we tried to keep visual representations simple through the fixgal use of color. One other approach to simplification is to create more abstract representations. This is highly recommended when the viewer wants to see global pattems or relationships involving multiple objects. Such properties tend to correspond to formal assertions that are not part of the specification but can be derived f " i t As an example, one may want to see the message traffic through the router. To do this we can reduce the router to a simple grid, represent messages by their headers (balls whose color indicates the destination column), and turn on the tracing mechanism for all messages in the router (Figure 3) . The result is a trade-off between level of detail and volume of information.
The second refinement provides additional details about the behavior of each single switch, by defining the mechanism that prevents messages from being interleaved along the columns. This can be done by associating two mutually
Refinement 3: Fairness constraint
In the third refinement, we specify further the behavior of the switches by introducing a strong fairness constraint, destination column. This allows us to materialize the header value as a beam of light originating in the header packet and focused on the switch where the turning on the column will occur (Figure 4) . As the packet gets closer to the destination column, the focal distance of the beam is reduced until it goes down to zero. This kind of visual representation plays a key role in the visualization of two important classes of assertions. First, many progress properties (e.g., "eventually the header reaches the destination column") are proved using a variant function over a well-founded set (e.g., the remaining distance to the destination column). i.e., the existence of a constant upper bound on the number of messages that can block a particular message from passing through each switch. We choose a design in which a message waits for at most one other message to pass through the switch before it can proceed.
Uncloaking. To render the fair behavior we need to highlight to the user the conditions under which a message may be blocked and than show that this does not happen.
Colorizing an arbitrary message is not useful here. The particular message may not enter in a situation where indefinite blocking occurs while other messages may be blocked without the viewer realizing it. The solution we adopted is to colorize all packets of a message whose header is blocked at a switch and remove the colorization as soon as packet moves on towards its destination. We also highlight the blocking message to show that the blocking message is making progress.
Refinement 4: Destination address
At this point in the design, each switch on the rows makes the decision to route messages either to the next switch on the row, or to the next switch on the column, by comparing the message destination to the number of the column it is located at. This implies that each switch has to know its location. The purpose of the fourth refinement is to eliminate this knowledge by using the value of the header packets. We make the value of each header packet decrease by one each time the packet passes through a switch along the row. Since the value is initially equal to the destination column, this implies that a message will have to take a turn when the value is equal to 1.
Forerelling. Formally, the changes in the header value are tied to its current position on the row by an invariant relation. Given the current position and the header value we can foretell where the header will eventually move to the
Refinement 5: Asynchronous movement
The last refmement deals with the execution control we impose on the switches. A possible choice is to have the switches running asynchronously, another choice is to have them working in a synchronous way. We chose the more realistic asynchronous behavior. Since each location can contain at most one packet, this implies that a packet is not able to move to the next location, unless it is empty. This refiiement is constructed simply by adding a single unless property that requires a packet to leave an empty register behind when it departs the switch. Trying to visualize that cerrain behaviors are no longer permitted is a little tricky.
A simple solution is to foretell the situations in which packet movement is feasible by highlighting registers which could receive a packet in the next transition.
MagnSfication. Because at this point it is possible to write the final program, it is conceivable that one might want to present a visualization that includes details such as dataflows or even wires connecting the registers. We opted to combine one of the previous visualizations with a detailed visualization of the processing logic for a switch and its connections to its four neighbors. The absence of animation makes understanding the image more difficult. We present an annowed description of the switch representation (Figure 5) to clarify the image. The former visualization provides the global context while the latter shows the internal workings of a small portion of the switch. The two visualizations appear in separate windows exhibiting fully synchronized behavim. The choice of switch to be shown in a close-up is at the viewer's discretion.
Conclusions
In some earlier work 173 we proposed a proof-based methodology for the visualization of concurrent computa- tions. We sought to find correspondences between formal properties of concurrent programs and appropriate visual counterparts. The case study described in this paper builds upon those early ideas but shifts the emphasis from afterthe-fact program presentation to the integration of visualization into the design process. The paper showed the kinds of representations that emerge during a rigorous program design process and considered their interactions along a sequence of refinements. This type of investigation represents an important first step towards understanding how visualization can support the application of formal design methods. The case study revealed many useful elements of a systematic visualization methodology. They, in turn, contribute to defining the kinds of features that ought to be included in the next generation of program visualization systems.
